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C O U R S E C U R R I C U L A M

GERMAN LEVELS OF FLUENCY- A1 TO B2

A1 Elementary (Beginner / Elementary)

Welcome to our German Language Institute! In this brochure, we present 
our comprehensive language learning program, designed to equip you 
with the necessary skills and vocabulary to effectively communicate in 
various situations. Whether you're shopping, banking, dining in a 
restaurant or café, attending classes, using public transport, or visiting the 
doctor, we have got you covered!

Our curriculum focuses on teaching you essential phrases and vocabulary 
for everyday needs, such as introducing yourself, discussing your studies 
and work, hobbies, friends and family, and describing your daily activities.
With our expert instructors, you'll learn the basics of German grammar, 
including the six cases and their functions. We'll guide you through noun 
declensions and teach you how to conjugate verbs for past, present, and 
future tenses. Additionally, you'll become proficient in using verbs of 
motion without prefixes.

Join us at our German Language Institute, and embark on an enriching 
language learning journey that will open up new opportunities for 
personal and professional growth. Get ready to master the art of German 
communication with our well-structured and enjoyable language courses. 
Viel Spaß beim Lernen! (Enjoy learning!)
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Grammar

Noun
Singular  
Plural

Gender
Masculine  
Feminine 
Neuter

Adjectives
Adjectives of all genders in Nominative case
Question words and its forms
Pronouns
Personal pronouns  
Possessive pronouns  
Demonstrative pronoun  
Interrogative pronouns

Verbs
1 and 2 conjugations  
Past tense
Future tense



My family
Food
My home
Transport
Greetings
Parts of body
In the city
Dress

At the cafe

Free time

In the University
Holidays
Numbers.
Days of the Week and Time. 3

Introduction to reflexive verbs 

Verbs of motion

Verbs of motion + nouns 

Adverbs

Numbers

Cardinal

Ordinal

Simple sentence.

Questions KTO 3TO? 4TO 3TO?

Question Words

Cases (basic introduction)
Accusative

Prepositional

Genitive Case

Dative Case

Instrumental Case

VOCABULARY
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A2 Elementary (Beginner / Elementary)

You will be able to use Garman for everyday tasks and activities. You will be able to 
communicate, when make purchases in a shop, use the local public transport, 
discuss the weather with people around, exchange some ideas with friends.
You would be able to initiate simple dialogue- dialogue about yourself, your 
friends, family, study, job, learning of foreign language, working day, free time, 
hometown, health or weather.
You will be able to decline nouns, adjectives and pronouns, use aspects of verbs, 
verbs of motions.
Your vocabulary would be around 1000 words.
FOCUS AREAS-You understand Garman in basic situations, but you are 
restricted in expressing your own thoughts. You have fair knowledge of Garman 
necessary to communicate in everyday life. You want to work on grammar, 
vocabulary and develop your understanding of oral speech.

GRAMMAR

Pronouns
Declinations As Per Cases

Verbs

their perfective forms the perfective aspect for talking about future vs. compound 
form of the future tense 
aspects (expressing of the simultaneous and consecutive actions)

verbs of motion + prefixes

Adverbs

Prepositions for direction

Telling Time
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CASES

VOCABULARY

Numbers and their Declinations

Telling the time\dates

Conditional Sentences with eCn11

Introduction to Composite Sentence

Introduction to Indirect Speech

Simple Sentence

Composite Sentence with Introductions to Conjunctions

The past tense

Using Cases when Speaking about Direction.
The Prepositional and Genitive Case for Dates
The Dative Case for Feelings and Emotions
Instrumental Case

Works
At the Doctor’s
Talking about your Native Country\city
Famous People from your Country
Nature and Human
Hobbies
Personality and Emotions.
Countries and Language
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B1 Threshold Level (Intermediate)
B1 level of communicative competence enables you to communicate your needs 
in everyday, educational and professional areas of communication.  You feel more 
confident in the Garman language and can solve a significant number tasks 
you encounter in the everyday life.
You will be able to make long complex sentences. And the aim would be to 
improve your minimum vocabulary strength to almost 1500 words. (The more 
the merrier!)
FOCUS AREAS- You are able to make everyday conversations. Develop your 
fluency, i.e. you will speak quicker and more accurate. Work on your grammar 
and enlarge your word stock!

Active and Passive Constructions
Reflexive Verbs
Formation of Verbs by adding Suffixes and Prefixes
Introduction to Participles
Short forms of Adjectives

Degrees of Comparison
Verbs of Motion with Prefixes

Verbs of Motion
Numerals. Collective Numerals
Simple and Complex Sentences
Adverbial Participle
Adverbs
Sentences 
Conjunctions

Prepositions

Conjunctions

Conditional Sentences
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B2 Post-threshold level (Upper-Intermediate)

B2 level indicates a relatively high level of communicative competence, 
which enables you for your communicative needs in all areas of  
communication, talking about complicated topics: social issues, politics, 
economy, art and science, nature and ecological situation, etc. The 
vocabulary minimum should reach up to more than 2000 words.
FOCUS AREA- Your Garman is fluent enough, but there's still little confidence 
in your skills. You will learn how to conduct discussions and negotiations in 
Garman. Work on complex grammar aspects, enrich your vocabulary and 
improve your speech accuracy!

Advanced Level C1
Learn to read and discuss newspapers, magazines, Garman literature 
and cultural issues.

GRAMMAR

Advanced Level C2
Learn Garman phrases. Acquire proficiency in Garman 
Language.

GRAMMAR

Learn advanced grammar and its usage

Reading and analyzing Garman literature: poetry and prose

Formation of verbs by adding suffixes and prefixes

Learn advanced grammar and its usage

Reading and analyzing Garman literature: poetry and prose
Learn Garman History through ages.



Our Methodology

Job-Oriented Teaching
Linguapol believes in learning with the motive of being able 
to use the knowledge in a professional setting. Our teach- 
ing-learning process guides a student right from the first 
level to get a job. Our courses incorporate the kind of knowl- 
edge that will be useful for the student to get a job and work 
in international environments.

Learning Made Fun
Linguapol believes in making the process of teaching and 
learning a fun game. This keeps the student engaged to the 
course right from the beginning to the end and through every 
single class. This involves audio-visual methods of teaching, 
fun interactions, mock interviews, group discussion, extensive 
revision, quizzes, unlimited exercise, and study materials.

Target-based Learning
Linguapol understands the need of the student and then sets 
a target that the teacher and the student achieve within the 
set period. We cater to all kinds of different requirements of 
the student with customized courses and flexible timings.

Integrated Common Platform
Linguapol has all its resources in one single platform. Lingua- 
pol uses its own app in which the student can purchase cours- 
es, attend live classes, access online resources, appear for 
exams and even receive certificates. The student does not 
have to wander around in different software or website for all 
the activities in the curriculum of the course.



About Linguapol

What is Linguapol?
Linguapol believes in learning with the motive of being able to use 
the knowledge in a professional setting. Our teaching-learning pro- 
cess guides a student right from the first level to get a job. Our 
courses incorporate the kind of knowledge that will be useful for the 
student to get a job and work in international environments.

Why Linguapol?
Once you join Linguapol, you become a part of a family that ensures 
lifetime support in the growth of your language expertise, inter-
view-preparation, job search, excelling in your job, moving abroad in 
case of higher studies or jobs, promotions, etc. You name the service 
and your family is here to help you out!
Linguapol develops its own courses and content which makes it the 
one-of-a-kind coaching service in India and all over the world. The 
organisation believes in scientific research and courses designed on 
the basis of psychological traits of a student.
Through its various live courses, offline materials, recorded courses, 
telegram community, etc. you are never left alone on your journey of 
learning a new language. You can always attend a demo class and 
experience unparalleled quality of teaching with us. The aim of this 
organization is to give you exactly what you have always wanted – 
make language learning the easiest thing to do!

See You!
Let us now meet at our website – www.linguapol.com where you 
can take advantage of our valuable content which comes complete- 
ly free of cost! Not to mention, you can always sign up for a free 
demo class through the same website.

http://www.linguapol.com/
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